Crystal-Clear HD Video.

Stay current at:
Digital-Watchdog.com

Camera as a System

What are single-sensor MEGApix® IP cameras?
DW’s technology delivers crystal-clear images in resolutions up to 4K. Higher resolution delivers
forensic details when zooming into the camera’s field of view.

Megapixel resolution
DW’s technology delivers crystal clear
images in any resolution. Higher resolution
offers forensic details with zooming into the
camera’s field of view.

Star-Light Plus™ color
in darkness technology
Star-Light Plus™ color in near-total
darkness technology provides
crisp, clear images in the absence
of ambient light.

Monochrome images in
near-total darkness

Color image details in
near-total darkness.

True Wide Dynamic Range (WDR)
Cameras with True Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) technology have
advanced sensors that can process a wider range of lighting, dark
and bright in the same image.

Image is under exposed

Image is over exposed

WDR image is clear and balanced

CleanView™ Hydrophobic Dome Coating

Camera view without CleanView™

The CleanView™ coating improves visibility by
reducing water spots, dust and grease build-up on the
camera dome housing’s glass. The CleanView™ coating
treatment will allow liquid to roll off of the dome’s glass
surfaces when tilted vertically up to 10° or less. The
CleanView™ coating leaves the camera dome’s glass
clean, repels dust and grease, preventing IR reflections
due to dust and smudges.

Camera view CleanView™

Smart IR™
Smart IR™ adjusts the image for
IR cameras to prevent excessive
illumination on objects that are in
the front of the scene and offers
a clear image in B/W without any
loss of detail.

IR light reflects from object,
reducing visibility

Smart IR™ cameras distribute the
IR light evenly in the FoV

License Plate Recognition
(LPR) Camera
Capture license plates in moving
vehicles at up to 50mph in extreme
low light visibility.
DW IP LPR camera

Non LPR camera

Cold Start
An installed heater helps the cameras power
up in extreme cold weather conditions where
temperatures may go as low as -40°F. This makes the
cameras ideal for any harsh environment installation
(on supported models).

Smart DNR 3D™ digital
noise reduction
Use DW’s exclusive noise reduction technology
to produce clearer color and monochromatic
video in low light without adding visual lag or
ghost effects.
Stay current with all DW® solutions at: www.Digital-Watchdog.com

IK impact rating
DW’s vandal dome
cameras are IK 10-rated
impact-resistant.

IP66 and IP68 rated

5 Year Warranty

DW’s bullet and outdoor dome cameras are
environmental-rated IP66 dust-tight and waterresistant. Our Snapit™ vandal dome cameras
are IP68 dust-tight and water-proof.

All DW® cameras come
with an unbeatable
5-year warranty.

NDAA / TAA Compliant
DW® IP cameras, analog cameras, NVRs,
DVRs, network devices and management
software sold and distributed worldwide are
designed and developed in U.S.A. and Korea.
Manufactured in Korea.
Most DW® products qualify for GSA
Schedule Contracts and other government
opportunities because they are
TAA / NDAA compliant.

Contact us:

California Office
16220 Bloomfield Avenue
Cerritos, California USA 90703
Hours: 8:00am – 5:00pm PST.

Florida Office
5436 West Crenshaw Street
Tampa, Florida USA 33634
Hours: 8:30am – 5:30pm EST.

Phone (Toll-Free).............................................................1.866.446.3595
Fax.. .........................................................................1.813.888.9262
Customer Service (U.S.)...............................................1.866.446.3595
Customer Service (International).. ..........................1.813.888.9555
Customer Service (French).. ..................................1.514.360.1309
Sales Email...............................................sales@digital-watchdog.com
Tech Support Email.........technicalsupport@digital-watchdog.com
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